
Property Investing
for Entrepreneurs

How business owners can
invest successfully in the

current market



Growth 
Low volatility, low risk
Passive income
Impact and control, without hassle

What the business owners we work with
really want



It is the common theme for 'Rich List' HNWIs
It is UHNW's largest asset at 27%
But entrepreneurs struggle with:

The right strategy - personally and for the market
Time, knowledge and inclination to acquire quality assets
Capacity to manage portfolio profitably and compliantly

Property is often seen as the answer



A turbulent start to the 2020s politically, economically, socially
International property markets suffering
Non-property assets volatile

e.g. 'stable' FTSE 100 -35% in one month, then +35% in three
UK residential property has 'bond-like' stability

Strategic trend #1
Market uncertainty, residential stability



Strategic trend #2
Growing values

Limited supply and growing demand mean prices growing
Doubled every 9 years since 1952
Forecast +20.4% (2020-2024)

Areas and assets with jobs growth will outperform 
North West +27.3% vs London +12.7% (2020-2024)



'Value investing' to grow wealth
Focus on undersupplied, stable or growing markets

The best investment ≠ the sexiest or closest areas
e.g. <10 miles of home

‘Hotspot’? It’s probably too late
'Time in the market, not timing the market'
Avoid unproven demand

e.g. Off-plan/new build/developments

Strategic trend #2
Growing values



Growing demand for rental housing
£1.5 trillion PRS - 20% of households
Population growth, affordability constraints, uncertainty
Countercyclical
Rents forecast 3% annual growth

‘Two track rental market’
Non-London UK rents +2.3% vs -8.3% in London

Strategic trend #3
Growing rents



Strategic trend #3
Growing rents

Rental returns strong vs volatile/lower yields elsewhere
Not just close to home, London or Manchester
Focus on one goal and diversify to improve risk/reward
Built assets with track record reduce risk
Affordability vs prime to reduce risk

<35% median incomes
Growth

e.g. Tech in Cambridge; housing nurses near hospitals



Landlords struggling to be profitable and compliant
Growing regulatory burden and taxation

e.g. Section 24
e.g. Licensing
e.g. EPCs

Market trend #4:
More professional rental market



Grow strategically or rationalise portfolios <5 units
Strategically consider demand/supply, structure, risk
Investment business, not sideline hobby

e.g. professional strategy/operations and right teams
Different structures suit different investors

Market trend #4:
More professional rental market



Control
How much strategic control does
the investor have? 

Returns 
How strong are long term cash flow
and growth?

Stability 
How reliable and stable are returns? 

Positive Impact 
How much positive social impact
does the investment have?

Liquidity 
How easy is it to convert the asset
back to cash?

SPI Capital

How the options compare in relation to HNWI priorities

Private
Equity fund

Investing
alone

Typical
REIT

Crowd-
funding

Total



More competition coming, from institutions
Market uncertainties highlight the need for stability
Gold, bonds or property?
'The best time to invest was yesterday. The second best time is
today'

When to invest? 
Market and personal considerations



For entrepreneurs investing in property:
 

UK residential property remains a good choice...
 

But market trends mean that the old ways are broken
 

Consider market trends and your priorities when deciding what,
where, how and when to invest

 
Ensure you are profitable and compliant to minimise risk - for

direct investments, you need the right teams



Ruth is a leading real estate
lawyer and the former Head of

Real Estate at a Top 100
National law firm, with

experience  on all aspects of
investment activity in the private

rental sector.

Anna Harper

Anna is a leading strategist
whose experience includes £2bn

transactions at Deloitte, and
developing the strategy for a
PRS-focused AIFM. She is the
Author of Best Seller, Strategic

Property Investing.

Meet the team
We are trusted, focused and professional with expertise across the key pillars of successful property

investment including strategy, valuations, transactions, finance, management, and law. 

Ruth McCarthy
Chief Executive Officer Managing Director

anna@spi.capital ruth@spi.capital

Damien Fogg

Damien is an experienced
Building Surveyor, property

investor and former financial
advisor with £2.3bn+

transactions experience.

Chief Investment Officer

damien@spi.capital

Heath is Head of Real Estate
Finance for NatWest and RBS in

the North/Northwest, and
brings to the team 21 years

experience in real estate finance
across the North of England at

leading national banks, 

Heath Thomas
Board Advisor

heath@spi.capital



Our Story SPI Capital was created when three real estate
professionals with 50+ years’ experience across property
law, surveying, finance and investment strategy
recognised a gap in the market

We all worked with High Net Worth Individuals (HNWI), and realised these clients were
facing the same problems.

These investors wanted to own tangible, stable bricks and mortar assets that would
deliver attractive returns throughout market changes.

They didn’t want to invest passively through buying into low performing REITs or
property funds. 

They wanted ownership and control, without the hard work and hassle of being a 'hands-
on' landlord. 

The trouble was, there was no suitable provider to solve this problem. So we set about
designing a bespoke solution which focused on our HNWI clients and their specific goals,
so that they could invest confidently and easily, without losing control.



Our Mission
 

 
We believe there has never been a better time to invest in UK

residential property, provided it’s done in the right ways, with risk
minimised and returns maximised.

 
Our mission is to transform how HNWI invest in residential property.

We empower our investors to preserve and grow their wealth with
confidence and ease whilst having a positive social impact.



Get a free copy of Strategic Property Investing: What works and
what doesn't in a complex UK residential property market

 
Listen to sector experts via The Return: Property & Investment

Podcast - bit.ly/returnpodcast
 

Find out about building a hands-free portfolio - book a
confidential consultation or read our reports

 
Email: info@spi.capital - or wait for our email


